
We know that many undergrads choose Hopkins because
of access to the world class research happening here.

Learn how to get started, including the Who, What, When,
Where and How for all things Undergraduate Research!

Do you want to learn how to get involved

projects, programs, events, and activities

outside the classroom? If so, the LEED

office sponsors several ways to get

involved and impact the campus

community. From SGA to The HOP to

Fraternity and Sorority Life, the LEED

office has a place for your co-curricular

experience. 

 

 

Learn about all the resources the DMC

has to offer! Get a tour of our lab which

includes 3D printers, large-format photo

printers, vinyl cutting, audio recording

facilities, equipment checkout and VR

gaming space. Everyone who attends will

become a member and be able to start

using the DMC's free resources immediately!

 

Welcome to Baltimore! New to the city or

new to the area? We've got you covered.

You can learn more about Baltimore as a

city, a college town, and a great place to

live. We will share information on

neighborhoods, and resources in Baltimore,

along with some of our staff picks on things

to do, see, and eat. So bring your curiosity

and your questions - there is a lot to learn!

 

 

HOP 101S
MINI PRESENTATIONS ABOUT CAMPUS LIFE!

JOIN US FOR...

4:15-5:00 PM

SESSION DETAILS
Presentation
& Location Description

 

Maximizing Your

Co-Curricular

Experience!

Mergenthaler
111 

Designing Your

First Year at

Hopkins

Remsen 101

Wondering what you can do with your

major? Should you find a research

opportunity? How do you update your

High School resume? If you have any of

these questions, and more, GREAT! You’re

not alone. Come to the Life Design Lab to

begin designing your Hopkins journey.

We’ll introduce you to the design thinking

process and the tools and resources that

the Life Design Lab has to offer at Johns

Hopkins University.

Freshman Fellows

Info Session

MSE Library,
Macksey

Seminar Room

Learn all about Freshman Fellows, an

amazing paid research opportunity (hello

$1,000!) available exclusively to first-year

students! Students accepted into the

program conduct original research with

super-rare books and manuscripts, and

receive mentoring from Special Collections

staff. Meet the mentors, learn about this

year’s fabulous research projects, and see

some of the rare materials you can work

with!

Welcome to the

Digital Media

Center

Digital Media
Center

Privilege of

Relationships

with Thread

Krieger 170

Listen to a series of thought-provoking

statements modeled after a traditional

“privilege walk"--but this “walk” is done

personally and provides individual

participants with an opportunity to reflect

on the relationships they have (and don’t

have). This session prompts personal and

group reflections on the role of social

capital in our lives and how those with

many relationships have a thriving network

of people who are there to help build self-

determination and support when barriers

to personal goals arise.

Living & Learning

in Baltimore with

Baltimore

Collegetown 

Gilman 132

Getting Started in

Research

Imagine Center

We know that many undergrads choose

Hopkins because of access to the world

class research happening here. Learn how

to get started, including the Who, What,

When, Where and How for all things

Undergraduate Research!

 


